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Purpose and Objective:
The hiring of Benenden Village Hall (BVH) to local residents and from the wider surrounding area
enables all to enjoy social interaction with sporting, cultural, health, wellbeing and educational
opportunities on a regular basis as well as providing a venue for private hire. BVH has a duty to
provide a hall “for the benefit of the inhabitants of the Parish, for recreation and games”.
In line with Benenden Village Trust’s objectives, the main objectives of BVH are to:

• provide a venue for a range of activities which meets the needs and interests of people in the local
community;
• ensure that BVH, the building and equipment, remains suitable and safe for all of its users and
staff;
• maintain, improve and develop the available facilities;
• maximise its usage by members of the community and surrounding areas by listening and
reacting to feedback given;
• aspire to generate sufficient income to cover expenditure;
• aim to ensure the facilities, efficiency and activities offered are as good as or better than other
village halls in the area.

Position:
• The BVH contains two function spaces as well as a kitchen, a stage, changing rooms, and a large
balcony which overlooks the larger room.
• BVH is enjoyed by almost a number of groups on a regular basis covering a range of activities.
• BVH has a good relationship with other local halls, particularly the other facilities in the Parish,
namely the Iden Green Pavilion and the Benenden Memorial Hall, which sometimes act as
“overflow” venues for hirers whom BVH are too busy to accommodate.
• BVH is a member of “Rural Kent” and co-operate with a network of other Village Halls to share
information and advice.

Communications:
• The BVH meets regularly and reports to Trustee meetings.
• The BVH team meets with users of the hall and tries to create clear communication channels.

• BVH contributes regularly to the village magazine.
• BVH social media following has increased to 387 followers on Instagram, 548 followers on
Facebook and 472 followers on Twitter.
• With professional support the website is being revamped and now has a live calendar.

Financial:
• Over the past five years BVH has had an average actual income (excluding grants, furlough and
insurance payments) of £26,000.
• To year-end 31st March 2022 actual income was £23,345.
• This income level is insufficient to cover normal running costs and there is a consistent shortfall
of approximately £10,000.
• It is the intention of the BVH Manager to increase income consistently to reach a yearly target of
£40,000 by April 2027.
• To year-end 31st March 2022 the expenditure was £41,062.
• Repairs and the rise in energy costs have impacted on expenditure.
• Hire prices will be increased.
• BVH has been fortunate to receive several grants over the past two years, which have been a great
help to the hall in bridging the gaps left by an absence of hirers during Coronavirus restrictions.

Utilisation:
Currently BVH is used by the following groups and organisations on a regular basis:
Ami Piper School of Dance
Jean Chapman Dance and Exercise for Seniors
Weald Power Yoga
Charlie Hartley Yoga
Taylor-Made Fitness
The Benenden Players
The Arts Society High Weald
Badminton
Pilates
Scottish Dancing
The Village Lunch Club
It is also hired out for parties, lunches, performances, fundraisers and meetings, and used as a
polling station.
Analysis shows that based on the target of 200 hours utilisation per month, BVH has achieved
approximately 71% of that target. Coronavirus restrictions had impacted on use.

Opportunities for growth:
• Additional regular classes/activities eg. film club, pre-school age classes, book club, choirs, art
classes etc.

• Regular hirers are more beneficial than one-off bookings because they provide long-term reliable
streams.
• Targeting more private users, particularly Summer weddings.
• Offering a hot-desking facility for local businesses and home-based workers. BVH boasts newly
installed powerful and reliable WiFi.
• Maximise the opportunities offered by enhancing and utilising our website and social media
pages. Particularly, advertising available booking slots, displaying photographs of events,
contacting current and potential hirers and useful contacts, and marketing activities taking place.
• Review hire charges annually and compare with other venues.

Environment:
There is an opportunity to improve the hall’s environmental impact. BVH currently uses a gas
boiler with a warm air vented system. This usually works pretty well and is set up on a timed
thermostat to heat the hall prior to the arrival of hirers, however it is an old system and has some
flaws.
The building takes about an hour to warm up because of its size, single glazing and high ceiling.
The small room uses electric heaters, which warm the room very quickly.
The building also boasts a large roof with faces to the North, South, East and West.
The hand driers in the washrooms are inefficient.

Renovations for consideration:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Energy efficiency - heating, solar, windows, water use
Kitchen - functional and often praised but rather outdated and unattractive.
Floors - some repairs, mainly cosmetic.
Security system - a new entry system is scheduled to be installed.
Balcony storage cupboard - impractical considering its sloped ceiling and the need to access
certain areas and little interest from hirers as a storage space.
Understage storage - cupboard space under the stage which is currently used primarily by the
Benenden Players.
Outside area - grassy area to the West of the hall would benefit from some high tables and privacy
screening, to extend the usable area for functions.
Over-stage electrics - in need of testing and assessment of efficiency.
Signage - there is a large sign on the North side of the building facing the road. Consider a sign at
the entrance to the Hall.
Washrooms - the hand driers need upgrading; some cosmetic work to be done; the locks on the
toilet doors are flimsy and frequently break; the toilet roll dispensers were causing an issue with
the drains, and have been partially replaced.
Doors and windows - some attention is needed to doors and windows to ensure proper opening
and closing.
Waste - all hall rubbish is disposed of together in one large bin collected weekly. Consider
recycling and separation of rubbish.
West slope in main hall - issue with accessibility of this area for cleaning.

The BVH Manager has set a framework for the next 5 years relating to income, utilisation hours,
pricing and renovations which will be discussed throughout the year and assessed annually. The
targets are challenging but not unrealistic and will require consistent improvement at the hall.

